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答案-諮商心理學.d

o c
 

 
一、請核對准考證與答案紙（卡）號碼是否相同。 
二、選擇題每題 2 分共 50 題，每題都有（A）至（D）4 個選項中選出 1 個最

適當的答案，然後畫記於答案卡上同一題號相對位置方格內，請用 2B 軟
心鉛筆畫記。如須塗改，務必用橡皮擦拭乾淨，不得用立可白塗拭，否
則不為電腦接受時應自行負責。答錯不倒扣。 

三、考完後請將「答案卡」及「試題」一併繳回。 
 

I. Vocabulary 

1. The teacher gave ________ instructions on how to format the assignment. 
(A) erroneous  (B) disturbing  (C) rigid  (D) explicit 

2. Government officials announced that the operation netted a large quantity 
of ________. 
(A) newsagents  (B) narcotics  (C) practitioners  (D) rumors 

3. Please don’t feel ________ to stay any longer than you want to. 
(A) obligated  (B) worrisome  (C) annoyed  (D) reconciled 

4. The lemonade was too ________ for our taste. 

(A) undiluted  (B) restrained  (C) acidic  (D) elementary 

5. After winning the lottery, Mr. Reynolds moved to a more ________ neighborhood. 
(A) insecure  (B) predominant  (C) unaligned  (D) affluent 

6. We discussed every ________ of the plan before putting it into practice. 
(A) postulate  (B) entitlement  (C) facet  (D) clarification 

7. Although he thought he had produced a serious work of scholarship, most of the 
critics regarded his book as ________. 
(A) distinguished  (B) informative  (C) ephemeral  (D) tenacious 

8. The attempt to ________ elements of the two styles did not produce a favorable 
outcome. 
(A) fuse  (B) facilitate  (C) elaborate  (D) contain 

9. The ________ for the policy change stemmed from the chaotic economic conditions. 
(A) impetus  (B) disclosure  (C) consultation  (D) departure 
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10. The sheriff was unable to make an arrest since the crime was committed outside 
his ________. 
(A) consciousness  (B) jurisdiction  (C) aptitude  (D) capacity 

II. Grammar 

11. I want some sugar, but there is ________ in the bowl.  
(A) no  (B) none  (C) less  (D) any  

12. Her hands were so cold ________ she could not type.  
(A) for  (B) that  (C) as  (D) zero  

13. The girl you ________ yesterday is waiting for you downstairs.  
(A) tell  (B) told me  (C) told me about  (D) told me about her  

14. London is ________ of England.  
(A) capital  (B) a capital  (C) an capital  (D) the capital  

15. Read ________ on the board please.  
(A) a first sentence  (B) the first sentence  (C) first sentence  (D) sentence first 

16. I _________ you sooner had someone told me you were in the hospital.  
(A) would have visited  (B) visited  (C) had visited  (D) visit  

17. ___________ more help. I could call my neighbor.  
(A) Needed  (B) Should I need  (C) I have needed  (D) I should need  

18. Do you think there would be less conflict in the world if all people ___________ 
the same language?  
(A) spoke  (B) speak  (C) had spoken  (D) will speak  

19. Unless you __________ all of my questions. I can’t do anything to help you. 
(A) answered  (B) answer  (C) would answer  (D) are answering  

20. Had you told me that this was going to happen, I _________ it.  
(A) don't believe  
(B) can't believe  
(C) hadn't believed  
(D) would never have believed 
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III. Incorrect word 

21. The need for a well-rounded education was an idea espoused by the Greeks in time 
of Socrates.  
(A) for  (B) well-rounded education  (C) espoused  (D) in time of  

22. Writers and media personnel sell theirselves best by the impression given in their 
verbal expression.  
(A) personnel  (B) theirselves  (C) by  (D) the expression 

23. Engineers succeeded on putting more and more components on each silicon chip.  
(A) succeeded  (B) on  (C) more and more  (D) each 

24. Nora hardly never misses an opportunity to play in the tennis tournaments.  
(A) never  (B) an  (C) to play  (D) in  

25. Air pollution, together with littering, are causing many problems in our large, 
industrial cities today.  
(A) with  (B) are  (C) many  (D) in our large  

26. Because of the severe snow storm and the road blocks, the air force dropped food 
and medical supplies close the city.  
(A) Because of  (B) the  (C) dropped food  (D) close the city 

27. The equipment in the office was badly in need of to be repaired. 
(A) equipment  (B) in the office  (C) was badly  (D) to be repaired  

28. A liter is one of the metric measurements, aren't they? 
(A) A  (B) one of the  (C) measurements  (D) aren't they  

29. We thought he is planning to go on vacation after the first of the month.  
(A) is  (B) to go on vacation  (C) after  (D) the first of  

30. There are a large amount of furniture in the storeroom to the left of the library 
entrance.  
(A) are  (B) of furniture  (C) in the storeroom  (D) to the left of  

31. The president refuses to accept either of the four new proposals made by the 
contractors.  
(A) to accept  (B) either  (C) new proposals  (D) made by 

32. A fiber-optic cable across the Pacific went into service in April 1989, link the 
United States and Japan.  
(A) across  (B) went into  (C) in  (D) link  
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33. Dislike the gorilla, the male adult chimpanzee weighs under 200 pounds.  
(A) Dislike  (B) male adult  (C) under  (D) pounds  

34. Before lumberjacks and mechanical equipments, they used horses and ropes to drag 
lops.  
(A) Before  (B) equipments  (C) used  (D) to drag  

35. Among the world’s 44 richest countries there has been not war since 1945.  
(A) Among the  (B) richest  (C) there has  (D) not 

IV. Synonym 

36. Noun. manner of acting; conduct  
(A) behavio(u)r  (B) simulation  (C) menu  (D) affinity  

37. Noun. purchase; sale; acquisition  
(A) leverage  (B) loss  (C) benchmark  (D) procurement  

38. Verb. to publish; to distribute; to circulate; to come forth; to put out; to emit; to 
result from  
(A) entrust  (B) prove  (C) honor  (D) issue  

39. Noun. function; utilization; benefit; advantage; consumption; occasion or need to 
use; ability to use; practice of using  
(A) collection  (B) element  (C) treatment  (D) use  

40. Noun. material coherence; firmness; persistence; steadfastness  
(A) deregulation  (B) consistency  (C) fulfillment  (D) crux 

41. Adjective. guilty; dishonest; of the nature of fraud; based on fraud  
(A) perennial  (B) fraudulent  (C) competent  (D) minute  

42. Adjective. in the event of sudden need  
(A) suspect  (B) impressive  (C) bonded  (D) emergent  

43. Adjective. flawless; complete; undamaged  
(A) due  (B) record   (C) rubber  (D) perfect  

44. Adjective. one of two  
(A) conscious  (B) maternal  (C) either  (D) complete  

45. Adjective. reputed; famous  
(A) renowned  (B) serious  (C) visible  (D) quiet 
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V. Reading comprehension  
Many artists late in the last century were in search of a means to express 

their individuality. Modern dance was one of the ways some of these people 
sought to free their creative spirit. At the beginning there was no exacting 
technique, no foundation from which to build. In later year’s trial, error, and 
genius founded the techniques and the principles of the movement. Eventually, 
innovators even drew from what they considered the dread ballet, but first they 
had to discard all that was academic so that the new could be discovered. The 
beginnings of modern dance were happening before Isadora Duncan, but she was 
the first person to bring the new dance to general audiences and see it accepted 
and acclaimed. Her search for a natural movement form sent her to nature. She 
believed movement should be as natural as the swaying of the trees and the rolling 
waves of the sea, and should be in harmony with the movements of the Earth. Her 
great contributions are in three areas. 

First, she began the expansion of the kinds of movements that could be 
used in dance. Before Duncan danced, ballet was the only type of dance 
performed in concert. In the ballet the feet and legs were emphasized, with 
virtuosity shown by complicated, codified positions and movements. Duncan 
performed dance by using all her body in the freest possible way. Her dance 
stemmed from her soul and spirit. She was one of the pioneers who broke 
tradition so others might be able to develop the art. 

Her second contribution lies in dance costume. She discarded corset, ballet 
shoes, and stiff costumes. These were replaced with flowing Grecian tunics, bare 
feet, and unbound hair. She believed in the natural body being allowed to move 
freely, and her dress displayed this ideal. 

Her third contribution was in the use of music. In her performances she 
used the symphonies of great masters, including Beethoven and Wagner, which 
was not the usual custom. She was as exciting and eccentric in her personal life as 
in her dance. 

46. Which of the following would be the best title for the passage? 
(A) The Evolution of Dance in the Twentieth Century 
(B) Artists of the Last Century 
(C) Natural Movement in Dance 
(D) A Pioneer in Modern Dance 
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47. According to the passage, what did nature represent to Isadora Duncan? 
(A) Something to conquer 
(B) A model for movement 
(C) A place to find peace 
(D) A symbol of disorder 

48. Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the passage as an area of dance that 
Isadora Duncan worked to change? 
(A) The music 
(B) The stage sets 
(C) Costumes 
(D) Movements 

49. Compared to those of the ballet, Isadora Duncan's costumes were less 
(A) costly 
(B) colorful 
(C) graceful 
(D) restrictive 

50. What does the paragraph following the passage most probably discuss? 
(A) Isadora Duncan’s further contribution to modern dance 
(B) The music customarily used in ballet 
(C) Other aspects of Isadora Duncan's life 
(D) Audience acceptance of the new form of dance 

 


